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BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE
Choral	&	Song	Choice
WIGMORE	HALL	LIVE	
WHL0062	Christiane	Karg	recital

Instrumental	Choice
Onyx	ONYX4110	Pletnev	in	Person
Mikhail	Pletnev	

GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE
Choice	
Onyx	ONYX4110	Pletnev	in	Person
Mikhail	Pletnev	

Choice	
Naïve	V5352	Prokofiev	&	Stravinsky								
Patricia	Kopatchinskaja/Jurowski
																				

Choice	
Naive	Ambroisie	AM210
Grieg	.	Prokofiev		Concertos																
Nikolai	Lugansky,	DSO	Berlin	/	Kent	Nagano

Sunday	Times	Record	of	the	Week
Dec15	–	HMU802156/58	Bach	St	Matthew	Passion/René	Jacobs
Editor’s	Choice	in	Early	Music	Today	
Les	Arts	Florissants	Editions	AF001	Belshazzar	

coming soon: Classical Music Magazine is keen to interview Sigiswald Kuijken for the February 2014 issue as he completes his Bach Cantatas cycle 
for Accent and celebrates his 70th birthday. Campaign available



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: HMC902178
Barcode: 3149020217825
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Jerusalem Quartet:
Alexander Pavlovsky [1st violin]
Sergei Bresler [2nd violin]
Ori Kam [viola]
Kyril Zlotnikov [cello]

JANACEK: String Quartets 1 'Kreutzer Sonata' & 2 'Intimate Letters'
SMETANA: String Quartet No. 1 'From My Life'
Jerusalem Quartet

One might see them as the father and the heir. On the one hand, Bedrich Smetana, whose oeuvre is regarded as
having founded the Czech national school; on the other, Leoš Janácek, his spiritual son (with Dvorák acting
as the link between the two), brought up in the same love of the national language and culture. While opera took up a
central position in both men’s lives, chamber music, and the string quartet, in particular, gave their output the
indispensable intimate coloration that allows us to read and listen to their innermost thoughts and feelings.
 
The Jerusalem Quartet, former BBC New Generation Artist and winner of the first Borletti-Buitoni Trust Award, is a
welcome guest in the world’s most prestigious concert halls and festivals. The quartet’s discography on harmonia mundi
has earned many international prizes and they were the first artist[s] to win 3 BBC Music Magazine Awards.



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMC902150
Barcode: 3149020215029
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Jean-Guihen Queyras [cello, direction]
Ensemble Resonanz

BERG: Lyric Suite
SCHOENBERG: Transfigured Night
Jean-Guihen Queyras
Ensemble Resonanz

From 2010 until 2013, Jean-Guihen Queyras was Artist in Residence with Ensemble Resonanz - Tabea Zimmermann
has just taken over - and presented a series of concerts with the ensemble as both soloist and musical director.
Based at the Laeiszhalle in Hamburg the Ensemble has established the highly successful ‘Resonanzen’ concert series.
This offers striking contrasts in programmes that combine rare and classic works of earlier centuries with modern music,
newly commissioned works and premiere performances. This is the first recording of the arrangement for string
ensemble of movements I, V and VI of the Lyric Suite.
The First World War, that crucible of every kind of artistic change, intervened between Schoenberg’s 'Verklärte Nacht'
(1899) and Berg’s 'Lyric Suite' (1925). Each work refers to adulterous love: Schoenberg secretly dedicated his work to
Mathilde von Zemlinsky, whom he was later to marry; Berg’s passion for Hanna Fuchs explains the agonising, feverish
character of his. The poem by Richard Dehmel that inspired 'Transfigured Night' evokes a couple walking through the
night, in the course of which the woman confesses that the child she is carrying is not her husband’s. He at once forgives
her in exalted tones.



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMU90907581/82
Barcode: 093046758127
2 FOR 1.5 
Format: 2 CD
Richard Egarr [harpsichord]

HANDEL: 8 'Great' Suites for keyboard
HWV 426-433
Richard Egarr

Printed in 1720, the 8 ‘Great’ Suites were the first set of keyboard pieces that Handel chose to present to the London
public. As performed here by Richard Egarr, this magnificent collection demonstrates Handel’s unique ‘orchestral’
keyboard style and grand sweep, combining Italian virtuosity and the French ‘style brisé’.

HANDEL RECORDINGS FROM RICHARD EGARR ON HM USA:
HMU907465 Handel, Solo Sonatas Opus 1 
BBC Music Magazine Chamber Choice

HMU90/HMU807415 HANDEL Concerti grossi Op.3; Sonata a 5
Radio 3 Disc Of The Week
Gramophone Award
Independent on Sunday Classical Albums of the Year

HMU807446 Handel Organ Concertos op 4 
“The Academy of Ancient Music and Richard Egarr surpass, in my mind, any performance of these concertos hitherto
recorded… Delightful, delicious, debonaire and wholly distracting from modern climes – perfect!  More please!" David
Alker, Star Recording, The Organ, March-May 2008

HMU807447/48 Handel Organ Concertos Op. 7 
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
IRR Outstanding
Independent on Sunday Outstanding

HMU907467/68 Handel Trio Sonatas opp 2 & 5 
BBC Music Magazine Chamber Choice, *****/*****



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMU907529/30
Barcode: 093046752927
2 FOR 1.5
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Kristian Bezuidenhout [fortepiano]
Fortepiano by Paul McNulty, Divisov, Czech
Republic, 2009; after Anton Walter & Sohn,
Vienna, 1805.
From the collection of Alexander Skeaping

Unequal temperament, A = 430

MOZART: Keyboard Music, Vols.5 & 6
Kristian Bezuidenhout

CD1 - Volume 5: 
Sonata in A major, K331, 6 Variations on 'Salve tu, Domine' K398, Romanze K. Anh.205, 12 Variations K500, 
Sonata in C major, K309

CD2-Volume 6:
12 Variations on 'Ah, vous dirai-je Maman' K265, Sonata in E-flat major, K282, Adagio in F major, K.Anh.206a [A 65] 
© Neal Zaslaw, Sonata in B-flat major, K281, 12 Variations on 'La belle Françoise' K353

ALREADY AVAILABLE:
VOL1: HMU907497 Fantasia K475; Sonatas in F, K533, and B flat, K570; Variations on Die Pilgrime von Mekka, K455  
Gramophone recommends

VOL2: HMU907498 Mozart Keyboard Music 
Classic FM Magazine Editor’s Choice *****
IRR Outstanding
CD Review Disc of the Week

VOL3: HMU907499 Mozart Keyboard Music Vol 3 HMU907499
BBC Music Magazine Instrumental Choice

"KRISTIAN Bezuidenhout plays Mozart on the fortepiano like no-one else. Here he performs an assortment of solo works
with all the sensitivity, expressivity, flair and stylistic integrity that has marked him out as a supreme master of the early
keyboard...and the genius of Mozart is brilliantly and eloquently served." Kenneth Walton, The Scotsman, 31 January
2012

"a new benchmark version” International Record Review, February 2012

VOL4: HMU907528 Piano Sonatas 5, 9, Fantasia K397
"If your shelf of Mozart CDs sags as mine does from its precious burden, you may have sworn off any new Mozart
recordings for the foreseeable future. But if you were to relent and allow yourself just one new Mozart disc in 2013, this
should be it. " Patrick Rucker, IRR



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMU907231
Barcode: 093046723125
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Patricia Rozario, Julia Gooding [sopranos]
George Mosley [baritone]
Andrew Manze [violin]
Choir & Orchestra of the Academy of Ancient
Music
Paul Goodwin [conductor]

Sir John TAVENER: Eternity's Sunrise
Song of the Angel, Petra: A Ritual Dream, Sappho: Lyrical Fragments, 
Funeral Canticle
Patricia Rozario
Andrew Manze
Academy of Ancient Music
Paul Goodwin

"commissioned by the Academy of Ancient Music for its 25th anniversary. Eternity's Sunrise is a tour de force for
superhuman soprano, handbells, and Baroque instrumental ensemble. It combines elements of new-agey spirituality and
a William Blake poem with a musical setting that seems to hang and swirl in a timeless, eternal universe. We've heard
some of this before, especially from Arvo Pärt, but here the focus is on a soloist who must sing effortlessly in the upper
register in long phrases that sometimes seem to be delivered without a breath being taken. Patricia Rozario, who's
performed Tavener's work on many previous occasions, is nothing less than astounding in her vocal control, and in her
unfaltering expressive intensity...Taking the form of an extended harmonized chant or hymn, interspersed with cantorial
utterances by baritone George Mosley, this 24-minute piece [Funeral Canticle] for 12-voice chorus was written in 1996 as
a memorial to the composer's father. Most of the text comes from the Orthodox Funeral Service; the setting is drenched
in rich, lovely harmonies, and the mood is reverential, quiet, and meditative. 
Fans of Tavener will revel in this varied yet cohesive program, while newcomers to his music will find this at least an
intriguing and thought-provoking encounter...the sound is perfectly satisfying, a product of the acoustics of a London
church and the skills of engineer Mike Hatch, one of the world's most knowledgeable and experienced recorders of
choral music."
David Vernier, Stereophile, recording of the month April 1999 

"Eternity's Sunrise (1997), a 25th birthday commission from the AAM, is an immediately attractive piece, very Eastern
sounding with its plucked strings, harp and bells. So slowly and melismatically is William Blake's text set that Rozario's
exquisitely high, pure soprano line could just as well be wordless. What comes across most powerfully is the music's
calm, ecstatic quality, given shape by recurring figures and an underlying strophic form. The disc which developed from
this commission offers a chance to hear three other recent Tavener works not otherwise available in the catalogue, all
typical of the religious simplicity that has become his hallmark. In addition, Sappho (1981), written in hospital after a
stroke at the age of 36 left the composer temporarily paralysed, shows something of his earlier, more complex
instrumental writing and loosely serial style." BBC Music Magazine *****/***** 

"In the words of St. Isaac the Syrian: 'When we reach love, we have reached God; our road is ended and we have
crossed to the Island which is beyond the world.'" John Tavener



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMC902175
Barcode: 3149020217528
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Céline Moinet [oboe]
Sarah Christ [harp]

Meditations
Oboe & Harp at the Opera
Céline Moinet
Sarah Christ

Some of the most famous scenes in the Romantic opera repertoire, revisited by two outstanding soloists, in an unusual
instrumental combination (oboe and harp) that is nevertheless perfectly in keeping with the opera house. Alongside the
evergreen ‘Meditation’ from 'Thaïs', Céline Moinet and Sarah Christ have assembled a multitude of composers and works
to produce a programme that is sheer enchantment.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
HMC902118 Solo Oboe - Bach, Britten, Berio
“It’s an exhilarating performance – edgy, audacious, fired up with virtuosic bravado – and the multiphonics are
breathtaking.”
Paul Riley, BBC Music Magazine, June 2012

“a superlative recording.  Céline Moinet is clearly one of the finest oboists in the world; this disc is of such consistent
musical and technical quality as to hold the attention throughout…an astonishingly successful release on all counts.”
Robert Matthew-Walker, IRR OUTSTANDING, International Record Review, July/August 2012



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: Alia Vox
File Under: Classical
Catalogue No: AVSA9902
Barcode: 9788494138546
3 FOR 2
Format: 3 SACD
Packaging: cd book
S. Outchikova, Amira Medunjanin,
A. Szalóki, I. Derebei,
M. Azizoglu, Marc Mauillon,
L. Elmaleh, G. Dincer, G. Csík,
B. Dugic, H. Güngör, T. Limberger
N. Nedyalkov, Y. Tokcan
Hespèrion XXI
Jordi Savall

Bal-kan: Honey & Blood
Cycles of Life
Hespèrion XXI
Jordi Savall

The name of the Balkans has an unusually graphic etymology: having discovered the beauty of this pivotal part of
Europe, which stretches from Italy to the Bosphorous, and the ruggedness of its people, who put up fierce resistance to
invasion, the Turks chose to describe ̀the region with the words Bal (Honey) and Kan (Blood).
Honey & Blood: never was there so apt a metaphor! So much richness and drama packed into such a small area is
guaranteed to fire the imagination of historians and artists, especially musicians.
Thanks to the magic of an ambitious programme built around the cycles of life, Jordi Savall invites us to travel the length
and breadth of a region which has always had more than its share of human and historical drama. 230 minutes of music
scan the full range of human emotions illuminated by 1001 different musical traditions, all of which nevertheless spring
from a common source.
"The future belongs to those with the longest memory", wrote Nietzsche. Once more, Jordi Savall brilliantly demonstrates
that music is a key component of the collective memory that enables us to face our future.
This lavishly documented CD-Book, translated into 12 languages, is a must for any self-respecting collector. Fans of
Jordi Savall's comprehensive documentary editions will need little prompting.
 
full tracklisting available 



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: OP30554
Barcode: 709861305544
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Mauro Lopez Ferreira, Nicholas Robinson
[violins]
Ettore Belli [viola]
Diego Roncalli [cello]
Luca Cola [double bass]
Craig Marchitelli [theorbo]
Rinaldo Alessandrini [harpsichord, direction]

VIVALDI: Concerti per archi II
RV150, 134, 151, 119, 110, 160, 128, 164, 127, 166, 157
Concerto Italiano
Rinaldo Alessandrini 

The concertos for strings are a very special genre in Vivaldi's output. Contrary to the concertos for solo instruments,
those offer a real balance and amazing range of colours between all the intruments concerned.
Following a very successful first volume, released in 2004, Rinaldo Alessandrini and Concerto Italiano offer a new
milestone recording in Vivaldi's instrumental music, full of colours and refinement.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
OP30377 Concerti per archi 1
"Gloriously alert and full-bodied playing produces a disc that is just waiting to be enjoyed... Concerto Italiano’s
performances cannot be faulted. Alessandrini has a knack for vital and exciting music-making that is utterly
straightforward and free from over-worked mannerism. It is a difficult balance to achieve, but here it is allied to playing
that is gloriously alert and full-bodied. This disc is just waiting to be enjoyed, so go on – it might bring you closer to
Vivaldi as well!" Gramophone, CD OF THE MONTH



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD900
Barcode: 635212090022
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Tenebrae
Nigel Short

Russian Treasures
new label - Bene Arte

Tenebrae
Nigel Short

GRETCHANINOV: Nïne silï nebesnïya
RACHMANINOV: Nïne otpushchayeshï, Priidite, poklonimsia, Heruvimskaya pesn, Tebe poyem, Bogoroditse Devo,
Blazhen muzh, Otche nash, Vzbrannoy voyevode
GOLOVANOV: Heruvimskaya pesn, Slava Ottsu (Yedinorodnï), Otche nash
CHESNOKOV: Svete tihiy, Tebe poyem, Heruvimskaya pesn
KALANNIKOV: Svete tihiy
TCHAIKOVSKY: Legend (The Crown of Roses)
KEDROV: Otche nash

Russian Treasures is the 20th album from award--winning professional choir, Tenebrae, and the first release on new
label Bene Arte, established exclusively to record the choir and associated artists. Russian choral music has been a
feature in Tenebrae’s concert performances since the choir’s inception and over the years they have worked extensively
with Russian language coaches whilst nurturing their own characteristics of passion and precision to deliver a special
and heartfelt tribute to the music of these great composers.
This disc was inspired by the rare manuscripts collected by director Nigel Short during his travels around Russia.
The exquisite collection includes some little-known gems, rarely heard outside Russia and never before recorded in the
UK, as well as some familiar favourites from this vast area of choral repertoire.

Award--winning Tenebrae has established itself as the chamber choir of choice for critics and audiences in the UK and
around the world. Founded and directed by Nigel Short, the group blends the passion of a large Cathedral choir with the
precision of a chamber ensemble to create a unique and enchanting sound, one which is as dazzlingly effective in
mediaeval chant as it is in contemporary works.
As the first ever group to be multi--nominated in the same category for the BBC Music Magazine Awards (2012), their
recording of Victoria's Requiem secured the accolade for Best Choral Performance. Their recent recording of the Fauré
Requiem with the London Symphony Orchestra was nominated for the 2013 Gramophone Awards, having been
described as “the very best Fauré Requiem on disc”. 



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD367
Barcode: 635212036723
2 FOR 1.5
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
Choir of the Temple Church
Holst Singers
Patricia Rozario
Members of the English Chamber Orchestra
Stephen Layton [conductor]

Sir John TAVENER: The Veil of the Temple
Choir of the Temple Church, Holst Singers
Patricia Rozario
Stephen Layton 

“I regard The Veil of the Temple as the supreme achievement of my life and the most important work that I have ever
composed.” Sir John Tavener

Signum Records are proud to re-release the landmark recording of Sir John Tavener’s 'The Veil of the Temple'. This 2CD
set captures the concert-version of this 8-hour work, composed to last through the night until dawn in the manner of the
grand vigils of the Orthodox Church. Combining the psalms of a number of different religious, Tavener skilfully blends
together a work that is truly all-encompassing in its scale and spiritual fervour. [Originally released on RCA, 2003]



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: Glossa
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: GCD922902
Barcode: 8424562229020
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Roberta Invernizzi [soprano]
Craig Marchitelli [archlute & theorbo]

La bella più bella
Songs from early baroque Italy
Roberta Invernizzi 

Known for her dazzling and elegant displays in the music of the later Baroque the Milanese singer has also nurtured,
across her career, the more delicate and nuanced art of the Italian song repertory from the early 17th century. It was a
time when courtly and polyphonic expression were giving way to the “moving of the emotions” by a solo singer
accompanied by a single instrument. Renato Dolcini guides us through the musical evolution of this form in his
illuminating booklet essay.
'La bella più bella' sees Roberta Invernizzi sailing gracefully across the terrain of such monody in songs composed by the
likes of Kapsberger (his Ninna nanna), Giulio Caccini and Barbara Strozzi, as well as Luigi Rossi, whose dream-like
piece provides the album with its title. Three of Claudio Monteverdi’s later works conclude this recital, in which lutenist
and theorbist Craig Marchitelli accompanies, and also contributes a number of solo pieces, by Kapsberger, Castaldi and
Piccinini.

Full tracklisting available



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: AGOGIQUE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: AGO015
Barcode: 3700675500153
NORMAL Price
Format: 3 CD
Packaging: box set
Romina Basso [King Lotario of Germany]
Roberta Invernizzi [Queen Giuditta, dowager
empress]
Marina de Liso [Princess Gildippe, her daughter]
Marianne Beate Kielland [Prince Adalgiso, son
of Lotario]
Carlo Vincenzo Allemano [Berardo, a knight]
José Maria Lo Monaco [Asparando, a traitor]
Damian Pinti [Amilla]
Roberto Abbondonza [Bleso]

Alessandro SCARLATTI: Carlo Re d’Alemagna
Opera in Three Acts (Concert version)
Romina Basso 
Roberta Invernizzi 
Marina de Liso 
Marianne Beate Kielland
Stavanger Symphony Orchestra
Fabio Biondi

Fabio Biondi returns with the first recording of 'Carlo, Re d'Alemagna' by Alessandro Scarlatti, first performed in Naples in
January 1716. The opera was resurrected in 2003 by Biondi (the leader of the innovative ensemble Europa Galante) who
led a concert performance with the Stavanger Symphony Orchestra. This studio recording was made in late 2009.
It is in many ways a typical example of Neapolitan Baroque opera with action assigned to the recitatives whilst the
characters are developed during the arias. The opera deals with the accession to power and its exercise: an ever present
problem in many ways and about the legitimacy of Carlo, successor to the late king. A mixture of opera seria and opera
buffo, a requirement for the contemporary Neapolitan public c1690, is also found here.



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: AGOGIQUE
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: AGO016
Barcode: 3700675500160
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Les Basses Réunies
Bruno Cocset

VIVALDI: Concerti
Les Basses Réunies
Bruno Cocset

Antonio Vivaldi and Les Basses Réunies
 
It may be a little surprising, or disconcerting, but it is not the demonstrative, ‘furioso’ Vivaldi, the Vivaldi full of striking
contrasts, that you will find here. The ardour, the spirit, of his music is there of course, but our aim is rather to bring out
the more intimate, more complex side of his work, its many timbres, colours, textures and emotions – all the variety that
is to be found in the music of this extraordinary composer, loved by some exponents of early music and shunned by
others.
We have chosen to use many different instruments and timbres for these pieces, and to transcribe and transpose some
of them, the aims being to present little-known works, show well-known ones in a new light, and highlight the rich palette
of sound and the many possible timbral combinations afforded by the instruments of Les Basses Réunies, thus
expressively and movingly revealing the composer’s very soul.
Bruno Cocset has a distinguished lineage. He studied Baroque cello with Christophe Coin and Anner Bijlsma. He has
worked with William Christie (Les Arts Florissants), Jordi Savall (Hespérion XX, Le Concert des Nations), Marc
Minkowski (Les Musiciens du Louvre) and Christophe Rousset (Les Talens Lyriques). He previously recorded Vivaldi
and Jean Barrière for Alpha.



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: V5329
Barcode: 822186053294
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Antoine Tamestit [viola]
Markus Hadulla [piano]**
Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra*
Paavo Järvi*

HINDEMITH: Viola works
Sonata Op.11 No.4 for viola and piano**, Sonata Op.25 No.1 for solo viola
Der Schwanendreher* - Concerto for viola & small orchestra after old folksongs
Trauermusik* [Funeral music] 
Antoine Tamestit
Paavo Järvi

One of today’s leading violists, Antoine Tamestit has dedicated his eagerly awaited new recording to German composer
Paul Hindemith, whose 50th anniversary of death was celebrated in 2013. Hindemith was a brilliant viola player whose
compositions widened the repertoire for this instrument, ranging from solo pieces to concertos. This recording features
the Frankfurt Radio Symphony, one of the major German orchestras, conducted by leading conductor Paavo Järvi. 
Antoine Tamestit is developing an intense career through his concerto, chamber and solo performances. Born in Paris in
1979, he was initially inspired by his teachers Jean Sulem, Jesse Levine and Tabea Zimmermann, and soon came to
international prominence by winning, in rapid succession, the Maurice Vieux, the William Primrose, Young Concert Artists
and the ARD Competitions. With the support of the Borletti-Buitoni Trust Foundation and several important awards
(Deutschlandfunk-Förderpreis, Victoires de la Musique, Crédit Suisse), he has quickly became one of the most
sought-after viol players of his generation.

 - Feature in the Strad: December 2013 issue

UK CONCERTS: 
13 Feb. 2014 GLASGOW
14 Feb. 2014 INVERNESS
Berlioz: Harold en Italie with BBC Symphony Orchestra, Matthias Pintscher
19 Mar. 2014 Barbican LONDON Mozart, BBC Symphony Orchestra, Sylvain Cambreling



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: V5344
Barcode: 822186053447
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Laurent Korcia [violin]
Haruko Ueda [piano] 
Orchestre de Chambre de Paris*
Jean-Jacques Kantorow*

PAGANINI, KREISLER, YSAYE -  Mister Paganini
Laurent Korcia 
Jean-Jacques Kantorow

KREISLER: Concerto in one movement for violin & orchestra*           
[transcribed from the 1st movement of Concerto No.1 in D by Paganini], Petite valse for solo piano, La gitana
ALBENIZ/KREISLER: Malagueña
PAGANINI/KREISLER: La campanella [from Concerto No.2 in B min edited by Fritz Kreisler]
YSAYE: Paganini variations
PAGANINI: I palpiti Op.13, introduction & variations on ‘Di tanti palpiti’ for violin & orchestra from Rossini’s Tancredi

Stretching across the centuries and transcending styles, the transcriptions written by Ysaÿe and Kreisler in homage to
Paganini, their forebear, forge a link among these three illustrious violinist/composers. The transcription genre originated
with Paganini, who borrowed themes from Mozart and Rossini operas as starting points for extraordinarily virtuosic
variations on the violin. 'Di tanti palpiti', based on an aria from 'Tancredi' of the same name, is part of a group of works
that feature dizzyingly acrobatic variations on highly fashionable themes. It should therefore come as no surprise that
Paganini’s own themes have also been subjected to the same treatment!
Laurent Korcia recounts that as a child it was exactly this sort of musical bonbon that made him fall in love with the violin.
In fact, at the age of 18 he won the Paganini competition which he played on one of Paganini’s violins, the ‘Canone’
Guarnerus. Today, this generous, free violinist has embarked on a journey to discover the magical Kreisler, scaling the
dizzying heights that lead to Paganini and to some of the most bewitching spells that a violin can weave.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
V5280 Korngold, Tchaikovsky
“This characterful new account from the French violinist need not fear comparison with any of its illustrious predecessors
from the stereo era. In the poetic slow movement, they create a cinematic dream-world of flickering light that is little short
of spellbinding. A winning pairing of two irresistible concertos.” Gramophone Choice

“Korcia and Kantorow are most exciting, with great rhythmic drive, plenty of dazzling virtuosity and extremely alert
accompaniment by the Orchestre Philharmonique Royal de Liège.” International Record Review



RELEASE DATE
13TH JANUARY 2014

Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: ONYX4115
Barcode: 880040411529
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Jonathan Biss [piano]

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Vol. 3
No.15 ‘Pastorale’ Op.28, No.16 Op.31/1, No.21 ‘Waldstein’ Op.53
Jonathan Biss

1801 saw Beethoven’s development of the piano sonata take a dramatic turn, testing the sonata’s limits with a set of slow
variations in lieu of a sonata allegro in op26, a multi-movement work played without pause in op27/1, and the remarkable
opening movement of the ‘Moonlight’ op27/2. Operatic recitatives are incorporated into the ‘Tempest’ op31/2. These
features are without precedent. Volume 3 of Jonathan Biss’s acclaimed cycle of the sonatas contains two works from this
year of experiment and innovation, though the innovations are less brazen - op28 ‘Pastorale’ and the somewhat
overlooked op31/1. The third sonata on this disc is one of the most famous of the 32 – The ‘Waldstein’, composed in
1803, is a work of life affirming spirit and energy.
Jonathan’s illustrated weekly talks on 'Discovering Beethoven’s Sonatas' for the Curtis Institute had 32000 people sign
up!

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
ONYX4082 Beethoven Sonatas Vol.1
ONYX4094 Beethoven Sonatas Vol. 2 

"There's a wonderfully unforced quality to Biss's playing....the way in which he eases into the opening movement of the A
flat Funeral March Sonata op26, or perfectly weights the climaxes in Op81a, Les Adieux, are marks of an outstanding
pianist; for those who stay the course, this could be a Beethoven cycle to treasure" Guardian, Vol.1

"I would like to be around when he gets to the end of his pilgrimage, for this is a marvellously promising beginning by one
of the most thoughtful and technically accomplished pianists of the younger generation" BBC Music Magazine, Vol.1

"(this) extremely desirable disc…so infectious is Biss’s love for these works, so envious his technique, that how ever
many versions of them you have, you need to add this one" BBC Music Magazine, Vol. 2
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Choir of St Mary’s Cathedral, Edinburgh
Duncan Ferguson

John SHEPPARD: Sacred choral music
Choir of St Mary’s Cathedral, Edinburgh
Duncan Ferguson

Libera nos, salva nos I, Reges Tharsis et insulae, Gaude virgo Christiphera, Sacris solemniis, 
Kyrie Lux et origo (Kyrie Paschale), Missa Cantate, Adesto sancta Trinitas II, 
Hodie nobis caelorum rex, Verbum caro

Following Gramophone Editor’s Choices for their recent excursions into the sacred music of Bruckner and of Gabriel
Jackson, Duncan Ferguson and the Choir of St Mary’s Cathedral, Edinburgh return, in their fourth disc together, to the
epoch of their first recorded triumph, the early 16th century. Their 2010 Taverner disc won plaudits for its exhilarating
freshness and panache and the choir bring the same musical and liturgical integrity to music by Taverner’s near
contemporary, John Sheppard, Informator Choristarum at Magdalen College, Oxford (where Ferguson himself was a
more recent organ scholar).
Centred on Sheppard’s most extended and ecstatic composition, the 'Missa Cantate', this wide-ranging collection also
includes the rarely-heard 'Gaude virgo Christiphera', Sheppard's only surviving votive antiphon (with a new reconstruction
of the treble part), and the first recording of 'Adesto sancta Trinitas II'. Most remarkable of all is the performance level to
which Ferguson has now brought this choir, and the expressive force given to the music by the astonishing agility of
voices in the vast cathedral acoustic.

"We weren't bold enough to include the following in the sales copy [!], but I challenge anyone to find a recording of a
cathedral choir singing with such enthusiastic accuracy and agility in music such as this. This recording is frighteningly
good!" Paul Baxter, Delphian 

"One of Scotland's (indeed one of Britain's) musical jewels"
Gramophone, October 2012

"A CD potent enough to knock major label competitors into the long grass" The Times, April 2011
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Vergine: Leslie Visco
Amor Divino: Cristina Grifone
Sapienza: Filippo Mineccia
Onnipotenza: Rosario Totaro
Peccato: Giuseppe Naviglio
I Turchini
Antonio Florio

VENEZIANO: La Santissima Trinità
Leslie Visco, Cristina Grifone
Filippo Mineccia, Rosario Totaro, 
Giuseppe Naviglio
I Turchini
Antonio Florio

With the release of the sacred oratorio 'La Santissima Trinità' by Gaetano Veneziano, dating from 1693, Antonio Florio
and I Turchini present a further significant rediscovery in their exploration of Neapolitan music from the Baroque.
Veneziano has been known for his liturgical music but until now it has been almost impossible to appreciate any of the
larger-scale compositions that this favourite pupil of Francesco Provenzale was known to have written. Thanks to the
impeccable research work of Dinko Fabris (who provides a booklet essay for the recording) and Antonio Florio, no less
than four of these oratorios have been identified, having travelled in the intervening centuries from Veneziano’s private library
 to the Conservatoire Royal in Brussels.
Like his near contemporary Alessandro Scarlatti, Veneziano was frequently called upon to produce music for religious
music drama and 'La Santissima Trinità' (Veneziano termed it a one-act spiritual cantata in the form of an oratorio) is
scored for five soloists. 
For this new Glossa recording, made in the Chiesa dei Servi di Maria in Sorrento, Leslie Visco, Cristina Grifone, Filippo
Mineccia, Rosario Totaro and Giuseppe Naviglio splendidly assume three allegorical roles defending the rights of the
Vergine in the face of the demon, Peccato. The direction of Antonio Florio, at the head of the instrumentalists of I
Turchini, again demonstrates his uncommon understanding of the Baroque world, and in particular that of Naples.

original title:
La SS.ma Trinità impiegata nella Concettione Immaculata di Maria 1693
L’Onnipotenza, la Sapienza, l’Amor Divino, la Vergine, ed il Peccato
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Renata Fusco [voice]
Massimo Lonardi [archlute]
Matteo Mela [baroque guitar]
Lorenzo Micheli [theorbo, baroque guitar]

SCARLATTI: Clori ninfa e amante
Arias and cantatas
Renata Fusco 
Massimo Lonardi 
Matteo Mela 
Lorenzo Micheli 

A. SCARLATTI: La principessa fedele: Sinfonia
Gli equivoci nel sembiante: Un amante che pianger non vuole, Onde, ferro, fiamme e morte, 
Lasciami sola a piangere, 
Il rosignuolo [Cantata]
D. SCARLATTI: Sonata K.81
A SCARLATTI: Cantata di lontananza
Gli equivoci nel sembiante: Tal io, misera amante, Al dispetto del sospetto, Cieli, voi che ognor vedete
La principessa fedele: Sinfonia, Scherzo fui della procella

Over 60 operas and 700 cantatas, 35 oratorios, masses and motets (to cite only his vocal music) define a musical career
that lasted almost 50 years: and yet the process of discovery and appreciation of the music of Alessandro Scarlatti is far
from complete. 
This CD pays homage to the musical art of one the greatest Italian composers of all time. Renata Fusco sings with great charm, 
passion and style. Worth checking out
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Format: 1 CD
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Miriam Feuersinger [soprano]
Capricornus Consort Basel:
with guest Xenia Löffler [Baroque oboe]
Peter Barczi [violin, direction]

GRAUPNER: Cantatas, Himmlische Stunden, selige Zeiten
Heavenly Hours, Blessed Times: 
Cantatas GWV 1145/11, 1102 11b, 1106/19, 1144/11
Miriam Feuersinger
Capricornus Consort Basel
Xenia Löffler

The young Austrian soprano Miriam Feuersinger presents her debut CD accompanied by the Capricornus Consort Basel
with a selection of several cantatas by the Kapellmeister at the Darmstadt court. With the agreeable timbre of her easily
appealing voice, she succeeds wonderfully in recreating the appropriate tone of Graupner's sensuous cantata style.
As with those of Bach, the cantatas of Graupner aim to stir the listener, but without sacrificing intellectual elegance or
even the composure fitting for a predominantly courtly community. Unlike the confidently catchy Telemann, Graupner
prefers a refined and subtle elaboration that audibly reckons with skilful interpreters and always seeks to move the
listener. Despite all these advantages, the discographical exploration of Graupner's over 1400 cantatas has only just
begun. 
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Wolfgang Schneiderhan, Paul Schöffler,
Erik Werba, Ernest Ansermet, 
Harry Blech, Karl Böhm, Wilhelm Furtwängler,
Heinz Geese, Leopold Ludwig, 
Ferdinand Leitner, Bruno Walter

Irmgard Seefried Recordings 1944-67

 

It is 25 years since the death of Irmgard Seefried on 23 November 2013, yet this soprano’s magnificent artistry is still
remembered well by music-lovers today. She came originally from Swabia, and after making her stage debut in Aachen
(where she worked for the first time with Herbert von Karajan) she moved to the Vienna State Opera in 1943 and
remained attached to the house for more than 30 years. She developed into one of the most important singers of her
time, especially in Mozart repertoire. Her performances and recordings as Pamina, Susanna and Fiordiligi under
conductors such as Karl Böhm and Joseph Krips made her into a role model for generations after her. Excerpts from
these roles can now be heard in this anniversary box from ORFEO in fully restored sound: many were hitherto
unavailable, or available only in poor copies on the grey market. 
The collection begins in the year 1944 and features excerpts from well-known radio productions under Karl Böhm
(Mozart’s Zauberflöte, Beethoven’s 'Fidelio', Wagner’s 'Meistersinger' and Strauss’s 'Ariadne auf Naxos') alongside other,
less well-known recordings of individual arias by Haydn, Weber and Puccini under the baton of Leopold Ludwig. Her
Mozart performances, which took her all over the globe, are documented here with various conductors including Ernest
Ansermet, Wilhelm Furtwängler and Bruno Walter. Besides her star roles mentioned above we find works here such as
the motet 'Exsultate, jubilate' and the aria 'Non temer, amato bene', in which her husband Wolfgang Schneiderhan took
the violin solo part, as he often did during those years when Seefried was at the height of her career. Naturally, a
homage to Irmgard Seefried cannot omit her song repertoire. This is documented here by a selection of radio recordings
from the 1950s and ’60s. Whether in songs by Haydn and Mozart or by Schubert, Schumann and Brahms, her diction is
always remarkable. Furthermore, her musical approach was thoroughly natural (in the best sense of the word) and this
always allowed Seefried to establish a direct connection with her audience. This is especially the case for the programme
chosen for the last CD, which at first glance seems a little odd: Mussorgsky’s 'Nursery songs', recorded in 1958 with her
'constant' accompanist Erik Werba, and 'Chansons from three centuries', a German Radio broadcast from 1967. These
add new, fascinating aspects to round off Irmgard Seefried’s artistic profile.

full tracklisting available on request

 

Rob Cowan will feature in his Gramophone column: issue tbc 
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Yvar Mikhashoff [piano]

full track listing available 

Panorama of American Piano Music
from Antheil to Zappa 1911 to 1991
Yvar Mikhashoff

'Panorama of American Piano Music' is a comprehensive survey of 20th century piano works, beginning with Ives’ “The
Alcotts” movement from the 'Concord Sonata' (1912) through Lou Harrison’s 'Summerfield Set' (1988). Every decade is
represented with works from between those years.
Pianist Yvar Mikhashoff (1941–93) was a master at presenting marathon concerts on a single theme. The 'Panorama'
was one of them, exploring the remarkable diversity of 20th century American music, from serialism to minimalism,
populist to avant garde experimentalism, short works for amateur pianists to virtuoso pieces. Never before has such a
survey of piano music been represented.
62 works, presented in chronological order, from composers Antheil to Zappa, written between the years 1912-88.
Over 15 first recordings, including Copland, Bowles, Thomson and LaMonte Young. 
Many works are unpublished, some taken from manuscripts. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
MODE154 Yvar Mikhashoff: Virtuoso Opera Transcriptions
Virtuoso opera fantasies Mode  

“Life hasn’t been the same since that genial advocate of  contemporary piano music Yvar Mikhashoff died in 1993...his
distillations of operas old and new give pleasure.” Geoff Brown, The Times, 14 April 2006

“a vintage, subtle extravaganza, swelling up into O mio babbino caro" Paul Driver, The Sunday Times, 30 April 2006

MODE200 Cage: Music for Piano with Empty Words – with John Cage, voice
MODE78 R.Strauss: Melodramas – with Paul Schmidt, narrator
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Giampaolo Nuti [piano]
Daniela De Santis [piano, primo in Souvenirs
op.28]

BARBER: Souvenirs and Recollections
Early and Late Piano Music
Giampaolo Nuti

Themes (1923)*, Petite Berceuse (c. 1923)*, Three Sketches, Prelude to a tragic drama (1925)*, 
Fresh from West Chester (Some Jazzings): Poison Ivy (1925), Allegro, as a dog wags its tail, Let’s sit it out; I’d rather
watch (1926), A Walls
To Aunt Maime on Her Birthday (1926)*, Essays I-III (1926)*, Interlude I (1931), Interlude II (1932), Souvenirs op.28
(Piano Duet ) (1952), After the Concert (c. 1965-70), Ballade op.46 (1977)

*world première recording

After his previous Barber CD issued in 2010, Giampaolo Nuti has here recorded a second programme of Barber’s piano
music, this time mostly  consisting of rare solo pieces (especially early and childhood compositions) and première
recordings.
The compositions on this CD range from 1920 to 1977, from the  composer’s childhood and adolescence, through his
later years: the 'Ballade' is Barber’s last complete piano piece.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
STR33814 Concerto for Piano and Orchestra and Three Essays/
Giampaolo Nuti, Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della RAI / Daniel Kawka

"this is a remarkably fine performance. Giampaolo Nuti stresses the music’s lyricism, which is a good thing, but never at
the expense of forward momentum. This is particularly telling in the first movement. The central Canzone is wonderfully
bittersweet, and the finale has plenty of the necessary energy. 
In the three essays, Kawka ... shapes the conclusion of the grand Second Essay about as well as anyone ever has. The
brass do themselves proud here also, with a bright but not raw timbre. The Third Essay, the longest of the three, is also
unusually focused and confidently projected. Clearly Italian orchestras have come a long way in the past few decades. It
would be easy to overlook this release, but if you’re a serious Barber fan, that would be a mistake."
www.classicstoday.com
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Svjatoslav Richter [piano]
Live recordings: June 02, 1975 (Op.2),
November 1, 1959

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Vol. 4 
No.3 in C major Op.2/3, No.7 in D major Op.10/3
No. 12 in A flat major Op. 26, No.22 in F major Op.54 
Svjatoslav Richter

This original programme abruptly juxtaposes early sonatas, based on the models provided by Haydn, with the impatience
of Sonata No.22. This longforgotten diptych, as brief and adventurous as it is essential owing to its modernism,
foreshadows the return to Bach, given a new treatment by Reger and Berg. Svjatoslav Richter charms with his
Haydn-like sense of humour, then sharply addresses the listener in the Opus 54.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
DSD350065 Vol 1: Piano Sonatas Nos 27-29
Perf ****/ Rec ***
“Every bar is filled with personality and ideals. His is reflective, yet explosive” Jessica Duchen, BBC Music Magazine –
August 2013

DSD350066 Vol 2: Piano Sonatas Nos 17 Appassionata, 18 & 23 Tempest
Perf *** / Rec **
“Atmospheric moments… spirited” Jessica Duchen, BBC Music Magazine – August 2013

DSD350061 Vol. 3
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Svjatoslav Richter [piano]
Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra
Yevgeny Mravinsky

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No. 2 in B flat major Op. 83
Symphony No. 3 Op. 90
Svjatoslav Richter 
Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra
Yevgeny Mravinsky

Piano Concerto recorded live in the Great Hall of the Leningrad Phiharmonic, December 27, 1961

Symphony recorded live in the Great Hall of the Moscow Conservatory, January 27, 1972 - Gostelradiofond, Russian
Federation

An unusual pairing of two of Brahms’ most popular scores by uncontested Russian masters and the resurrection of
Svjatoslav Richter’s only too rare encounters with that most Russian conductor of the 20th century, Yevgeny Mravinsky.
An indispensable reference left by two legendary artists.
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Zemlinsky Quartet

DVORAK: String Quartet Op. 80, Miniatures B149, 
Cypresses B152
Zemlinsky Quartet

An anthology of chamber music by the author of the New World Symphony, which gathers lesser known pieces, mostly
intimate, from a very ancient cultural background. They combine invention and also melancholy passages from a master
of Czech chamber music.
The Zemlinsky Quartet, like their elders, today the Pražáks, yesterday the Smetana Quartet, all from the City of Prague,
sing 'in their tree'.
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Plamena Nikitassova [violin, Sebastian Klotz,
Mittenwald, first half of 18th century, with
special thanks to family Vischer, Geneva]
Maya Amrein [cello, anonymous, end of 18th
century]
Jörg-Andreas Bötticher [harpsichord, Christian
Zell, Hamburg 1728, replica by Bruce Kennedy,
Château d‘OEx 1989]

Gaspard FRITZ: Violin Sonatas Op. 3, 1-5
Plamena Nikitassova  
Jörg-Andreas Bötticher 

That Gaspar Fritz was by no means a composer of provincial music that could be reduced to a type of Swiss
Pre-Classicism becomes immediately clear upon listening to his Sonatas, Op. 3: North Italian, English and French
elements come together in a highly virtuoso manner in which extended ornamentation and improvised passages play an
important role. The Bulgarian violinist Plamena Nikitassova studied baroque violin with Chiara Banchini at the Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis and interprets these works with a lightness that seems to know no technical difficulties. As on her
prize-winning recording with violin sonatas of Carlo Zuccari (Diapason d’or 10/2012), she is accompanied here by the
cellist Maya Amrein and the harpsichordist Jörg-Andreas Bötticher.
The violinist and composer Gaspard Fritz (1716-1783) from Geneva is one of the better-known unknowns in the music
history of the 18th century. Following instruction from Giovanni-Battista Somis in Turin, Fritz returned to his native city,
characterised by Calvinism. There were no public concerts or theatrical performances there, so he became active as a
violin and music teacher. Geneva was a regular station on the way to Italy on the Grand Tours customary of the age, and
Fritz maintained stimulating exchanges with the foreign educated classes in the city – the lack of concerts was at least
partially compensated by the performances at the "Common Room", the social club of the English-speaking population in
Geneva. 
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hr-Sinfonieorchester
Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra
Paavo Järvi | conductor

Jörg WIDMANN: Armonica

hr-Sinfonieorchester
Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra
Paavo Järvi 

KAGEL: Étude Nr. 3 für großes Orchester
Beat FURRER: Chiaroscuro – Für R.H.R. 
WIDMANN: Antiphon , Armonica für Orchester, Souvenir bavarois
RUZICKA: Clouds Jörg Widmann

The Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra has had a great deal of experience in the field of contemporary music, from its
exceptional work with the early works of Schönberg by its first principal conductor, Hans Rosbaud, to »cresc…«, the new
Biennale for Modern Music Frankfurt Rhein Main organised together with the Ensemble Modern. This CD presents six
works realised by the Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra during recent years with its latest principal conductor, Paavo
Järvi, including two world premieres of compositions which were also commissioned by the Frankfurt Radio.
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red fish blue fish
International Contemporary Ensemble (ICE)
Steven Schick
Cory Smythe [piano]
Joshua Rubin [bass-clarinet]
Tony Arnold [soprano]
Benny Sluchin [trombone]

XENAKIS: Ensemble Music 3
Palimpsest, Echange, Akanthos, Zythos, Thalleïn, O-Mega
red fish blue fish
International Contemporary Ensemble (ICE)
Steven Schick

An exhilarating Xenakis programe, built around works for soloist and ensemble. Most of the soloists are from the
acclaimed International Contemporary Ensemble led by their resident guest conductor, Steven Schick.

'Zythos' and 'O-Mega' are among Xenakis’s final compositions. In the Xenakis oeuvre these constitute a new and
plaintive percussion music. Yet there is a strange power in these stark landscapes. In 'Zythos,' long trombone lines are
wound round the threading of six marimba parts. It receives its first recording here, featuring trombonist Benny Sluchin of
Ensemble Intercontemporain. 'O-Mega', a fitting name for Xenakis’s final work, is a short offering for percussion soloist
and chamber group. 

“All credit to Red Fish Blue Fish for their dedication in realising some of the most visceral and exhilarating music yet
written for the medium...this Mode set has a completeness and, above all, a conviction as regards
performance…Schick’s superb booklet essay has a depth of insight to mirror that of the playing.  Essential.”
Richard Whitehouse, Gramophone, March 2007

"The compositions for solo percussion, such as Psappha (1975) and Rebonds B/A (1989), are showstoppers for Steven
Schick, who performs both with astonishing accuracy and stunning force. Schick also presents several of Xenakis'
exploratory pieces for percussion with pitched instruments, and his performances with oboist Jacqueline Leclair in
Dmaathen (1977), harpsichordists Shannon Wettstein in Komboï (1981) and John Mark Harris in Oophaa (1989), and
vocalist Philip Larson in Kassandra (1987) are as intensely expressive as they are precisely executed. But the real
powerhouses on this triple-disc set from Mode are the ensemble works -- Persephassa (1969), Pléïades (1978), and
Okho (1989) -- which the brilliant percussion ensemble Red Fish Blue Fish delivers with fierce concentration and exciting
volatility. This comprehensive package is one of the most rewarding in Mode's series of Xenakis' oeuvre, and his
admirers should snap up this excellent package without hesitation." Blair Sanderson, allmusic.com [mode171/3 Xenakis
Percussion Music]
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EnsembleXII

Steven Schick 

Fritz HAUSER: Pieces for Percussion
EnsembleXII

Born in 1953 in Basel, Switzerland, Fritz Hauser develops solo programmes for drums and percussion which he performs
worldwide; cross-media works with dancer/choreographer Anna Huber and architect Boa Baumann and director Barbara
Frey; compositions for percussion ensembles and soloists, sound installations, radio plays and music for films and
readings. In the field of improvised music he has worked with numerous musicians and since the Stockholm International
Percussion Event in 1998 he has collaborated with many percussion groups and soloists around the world.

"Wonderful ensemble work from drummer Fritz Hauser – a player whose recent music has gone far beyond jazz, with a
mixture of compositional ideals and creative improvisation! This set features Hauser working with a larger percussion
ensemble – really exploring his sense of texture and tone far beyond rhythm, with these very evocative works that ring
out in the open space of the studio, but with a very personal, spontaneous approach as well. The music is quite different
than some of the early 20th Century avant percussion compositions – more poetic, and informed by discoveries of
improvised music – yet presented in a more structured way overall, with a sense of spaciousness directed by the
composer. Most of the pieces are quite long, and works include '60', 'Nothing Will Ever Change' , 'Die Klippe', 'Zeichung',
'As We Are Speaking', and 'Le Souvenir'.  DustyGroove.com

"Mr. Hauser is simply one of the best drummers alive; when he's finished with one of his improvised concerts, you leave
with a new understanding of his drums' anatomy, their exact range of sound. You don't miss the rest of the rhythm
section, and you learn that when a musician possesses such extraordinary touch and a sensitivity to pulse, "abstract"
never means "haphazard"." The New York Times
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Schola der Dominikaner
Thierry Mechler [Sauer-Orgel in St. Sophien,
Hamburg-Barmbek]

Vesperae in honorem Sancti Dominici
Dominican Chant & Organ Improvisation
Schola der Dominikaner
Thierry Mechler

A choir of young Dominicans conducted by Father Thomas sings solemn vespers in Latin in honour of St Dominic,
founder of the order, in the Hamburg Dominican church of St Sophien. The order, which celebrates its 800th anniversary
in 2016, has a long tradition in chorale singing. In 1256, the General Chapter – the highest instance in the Dominican
order – adopted its own liturgy which remained the only valid form for Dominicans until the Second Vatican Council
(1962-1965). The hymns and anthems on this CD continue to be sung by members of Dominican order in their liturgical
prayer worldwide until today.
The Latin chants are in exciting dialogue with the organ improvisations by Thierry Mechler.
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Carsten Wiebusch [Klais-Orgel, Christuskirche
Karlsruhe]

DEBUSSY: La Cathédrale engloutie
Preludes II, Suite Bergamasque
Piano Works in transcriptions for organ
Carsten Wiebusch

At first glance, it is an unusual project to play Debussy's piano works on the organ. At second glance, however, it is a
sensation: Carsten Wiebusch's CD 'La Cathédrale engloutie' - piano works in transcriptions for organ - sparks off a riot of
colours, using the entire palette of reed stops, the most diverse flues, entirely neutral accompanying registers through to
glockenspiel. Wiebusch captures the expression of Debussy's harmonic language by sustaining sounds at the organ,
which, at the piano, would die away relatively quickly. The second book of 'Préludes' and the 'Suite bergamasque', two
standard works of piano repertoire, are interpreted by Wiebusch on the organ, revealing how abstract Debussy's thinking
is in this music.
Carsten Wiebusch studied church music in Düsseldorf. Since 1999 he has been organist and choir master at the
Christuskirche in Karlsruhe, whose Klais organ, inaugurated in 2010, possesses an equally powerful and poetic sound
which is also portrayed on the SACD "Best's Bach" (audite92663).
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Agnès Mellon, Greta de Reyghere [sopranos]
Vincent Darras [countertenor]
Howard Crook [tenor]
Peter Kooy [bass]
La Chapelle Royale
Collegium Vocale Gent
Philippe Herreweghe [conductor]

J.S. BACH: Motets BWV 225-230
La Chapelle Royale
Collegium Vocale Gent
Philippe Herreweghe

"these are persuasive accounts of pieces which are notoriously difficult to carry off successfully in performance.
Herreweghe is, above all, a choral conductor and he knows how to discipline a choir. The results here are often
impressive with crystal-clear textures and predominantly fine ensemble and intonation. These virtues often result in
splendidly resonant sonorities and sumptuously rich harmonic effects. 
... It is certainly an issue which I shall want to listen to many times over and it can be enthusiastically recommended.
Excellent sound and presentation." Nicholas Anderson, Gramophone [12/1986]
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Ensemble Organum
Marcel Pérès [conductor]

The Play of the Pilgrimage to Emmaus
Le Jeu des pèlerins d’Emmaüs
Ensemble Organum
Marcel Pérès

'The Play of the Pilgrimage to Emmaus' is a typical example of the liturgical drama of the high Middle Ages. As much by
its musical quality as by its dramatic and spiritual richness, this piece brings us back to mind this too little-known period
when the medieval man wanted to see, hear and touch the mystical realities. Originally released in 1990.

"the matchless Ensemble Organum under Marcel Pérès responded with pungently evocative singing" Neil Fisher, The
Times

"The voices will sound more nasal, less like classically trained singers, than on most recordings of chant. The solo chants
will emphasize that peculiar voice quality, and will sound almost improvisatory in their meandering melodies and abrupt
rhythms. This chant does NOT sound like a group meditation in a serene retreat for overworked professionals. The
bottom line? You'll either love it or hate it" amazon.com review
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Huelgas-Ensemble
Paul Van Nevel [conductor]

Le Chant de Virgile
Huelgas-Ensemble
Paul Van Nevel

In this selection of settings by masters like Willaert and de Rore, among others, of the verse of Virgil, Horace and
Catullus, Paul Van Nevel offers us, with the subtlety of perception and the rigorous but flexible attention to detail we have
come to expect from him, another dazzling excursion into the rich and fascinating by ways of early Renaissance vocal
music.

“Willaert’s piece, in particular, is achingly beautiful: for this alone, it is worth buying this very fine disc.” ***
Stephen Pettitt, The Sunday Times, 13 January 2002 

“Sung with such exquisite fluency, the Huelgas Ensemble under Van Nevel conveys the excitement of an epoch that
yielded some of the most beautiful combinations of poetry and music.”
Tarik O’Regan, The Observer, 13 January 2002

"Sublime repertoire, lovely singing." 
Anna Picard, The Independent on Sunday, 27 January 2002
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Alain Planès [piano]

HAYDN: Piano Sonatas nos.11, 31, 38 & 55
Alain Planès

Haydn wrote keyboard sonatas for 'connoisseurs' and 'amateurs' throughout his career. Alternating bread-and-butter
work and rich terrains of experimentation, they bear the mark of endlessly renewed invention. For the music lover afraid
of losing his way in this abundant output, Alain Planès proposes a personal selection of works. We can follow him with
complete confidence.
This title was released for the first time in 2002.

"a fine selection, well executed." The Observer, 27 January 2002

“Planès is a Haydnist to be reckoned with.” International Record Review, April 2004 

"The musicianship of Alain Planès, that most fastidious yet humane of pianists, is perfectly suited to the keyboard music
of Haydn" Stephen Pettitt, Sunday Times, May 2009
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Maria Cristina Kiehr [soprano]
Concerto Soave
Jean-Marc Aymes [conductor]

Sigismondo d'INDIA: Madrigali e Canzonette
Maria Cristina Kiehr

These madrigals for solo voice, selected from around a hundred works d'India wrote in this genre, provoked some
dazzling reviews, back in 2003.

"interspersed with instrumental pieces by D'India's contemporaries, Trabaci, Mayone and De Macque, this selection,
made by the soprano Maria Cristina Kiehr, shows the musical variety and expressive range of the composer's work.
Whether in strophic arias, simple canzonettas or elaborate madrigals, Kiehr's singing is effortlessly lush and nicely
emotionally understated." Andrew Clements, The Guardian, 7 February 2003 

"Maria Cristina Kiehr is clearly inspired by the musical invention here.  Her voice is deceptive, at once cuttingly clean, yet
subtly responsive to every emotional nuance." George Pratt, BBC Music Magazine, March 2003

"All the pieces in this first-class selection from his five books of solo songs are of the highest quality......Maria Cristina
Kiehr rises superbly to all its technical and expressive challenges, from bitter vituperation and wild despair to the chill of
approaching death." Elizabeth Roche, The Daily Telegraph, 1 March 2003 

"With the Concerto Soave under Jean-Marc Aymes, the Argentinian-born soprano Maria Cristina Kiehr proves herself a
true mistress of the genre." Anthony Holden, The Observer, 2 March 2003
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Graf Mourja [violin]
Natalia Gous [piano]

Le Violon Vagabond
Works for piano & violin by Bartok, Manuel Ponce, Tchaikovsky, Paganini,
Chedrine, Kroll, de Sarasate...
Graf Mourja
Natalia Gous

Hi-Fi+ Record of the Year 2004

“Ukrainian violinist Graf Mourja follows up his fine disc of Stravinsky and Szymanowski for Harmonia Mundi with a foray
into more eclectic territory. This selection brings together the wild and the exotic, from Paganini's La Campanella to
Sarate's Concert Fantasy on Carmen. Mourja has selected the works with such care, and he and Gous perform them
with such emotional commitment and attention to the finest musical detail, that they never fail to charm and captivate.”
Catherine Nelson, Strad Selection, The Strad, Selection, May 2004
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Freiburger Barockorchester
Petra Müllejans [conductor]

MOZART: Divertimenti, Serenata notturna
Freiburger Barockorchester
Petra Müllejans

The three Divertimentos for strings K136-138 (125a-c) have an unassailable place in the standard repertoire of any string
orchestra. They are full of sparkling, dramatic and melancholy themes. In style they are clearly structured, but not without
refinement. The dominant factor is brilliance of effect, which never descends into triviality. In short, we have here a
compendium of the young Mozart’s liveliest and most enchanting string music.
This title was released for the first time in 2004.

“A fresh slant on well-known repertoire, and one worth taking note of.”
 Kenneth Walton, The Scotsman, 13 February 2004
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Emmanuelle Bertrand [cello]
Pascal Amoyel [piano]

BLOCH: Cello Suites, Méditation hébraïque
Emmanuelle Bertrand
Pascal Amoyel

“Underrated, like most of Bloch's music, they are played here with aristocratic dignity by Emmanuelle Bertrand.”
Tim Ashley, The Guardian, 23 January 2004 

"a truly committed performance from Emmanuelle Bertrand and excellent recording quality... Both Bertrand and pianist
Pascal Amoyel have an obvious affinity with the musical idiom, delivering performances of great sensitivity, particularly in
Prayer, where Bertrand conjures up bow strokes that are by turns mysteriously breathy or fiercely ardent." Joanne Talbot,
The Strad, February 2004 

"These graceful performances by Emmanuelle Bertrand are interlaced with  solos for both cello (From Jewish Life) and
piano (Nirvana), all overdue this elegant airing." 
Anthony Holden, The Observer, 8 January 2004

“Emmanuelle Bertrand is a highly persuasive guide to this rewarding repertoire, and Pascal Amoyel is a sympathetic
partner in the works with piano.”
Michael Dervan, The Irish Times, 8 January 2004
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Dietrich Henschel [baritone]
Fritz Schwinghammer [piano]

Invitation au voyage
Dietrich Henschel

Classical CD of the Week, The Daily Telegraph
***** The Guardian
***** The Observer
Gramophone Recommended

“Henschel is frequently anguished and extreme: his balefully dark Duparc singing, in particular, is riveting if potentially
controversial. He turns the emotional volume down for the Vaughan Williams song cycle, which is exceptionally beautiful
in its restraint.”
Tim Ashley, The Guardian, 9 June 2006, *****

“Henschel steers a sure and certain interpretative course stylishly accompanied throughout by pianist Schwinghammer in
these subtle examples of lyricism.”
George Hall, The Independent on Sunday, 11 June 2006, *****

"Throughout the programme Henschel brings to mind the intelligence, flexibility, musical responsiveness, and even at
times the very timbre of Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau at his best."
Michael Dervan, The Irish Times, 23 June 2006, *****

“an enterprising programme, superbly executed by Dietrich Henschel. His virile, incisive baritone is always a pleasure to
listen to, his characterisation keen and imaginative.”
Richard Wigmore, Classical CD of the Week, The Daily Telegraph, 1 July 2006

“This four-language recital is something of a tour de force; the recording is excellent.”
Patrick O’Connor, Gramophone Recommended, September 2006
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Pro Arte Singers
Paul Hillier

BYRD: The Masses for 3, 4 & 5 voices
Pro Arte Singers
Paul Hillier

William Byrd's three settings of the Mass are a remarkable testament to his immense compositional skill and tenacity as
a defiant Roman Catholic in the midst of prevailing Anglicanism. Burning religious conviction is here palpably expressed
in music of the most direct kind.

"These are solid, rich-textured, perfectly balanced performances.. Hillier emphasizes the more dramatic possibilities of
the flowing, lyrical lines and finds intense energy in the rhythms of these gorgeous works, especially in the powerfully
affecting four-part mass. There’s no more moving Agnus Dei than the one that concludes Byrd’s four-part setting, and
here it’s given its most convincingly gripping performance, even slightly edging the Tallis Scholars’ exemplary rendition...
if this Hillier/Pro Arte Singers set is your only version of these masterpieces you won’t be disappointed. As these
American singers prove, you certainly don’t have to be English to “get” the proper Byrdian style, and you don’t have to
come from a centuries-old tradition to project the requisite spirituality inherent in these works. I’ll not hesitate to
recommend this Pro Arte Singers effort for newcomers to this essential, monumental repertoire." classicstoday.com,
25/5/2002
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